
Merry Christmas

1. Determiner

2. Verb - Base Form

3. Adjective

4. Proper Noun

5. Adjective
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Merry Christmas

It has been quite a great year for 1. If the gondola specified for the VAIO END-CAP DISPLAY has a base desk,

proceed to Step 2. If the gondola does not have a base deck, assemble the provided TOE KICK and place at the

center of the gondola base.

2. Place the BOTTOM METAL Determiner into the gondola directly above the TOE KICK or the

gondola base deck.

3. To place the TOP METAL FRAME count 26 notches up from the top gondola attachment bracket of the

BOTTOM Verb - Base Form FRAME. Insert the top gondola attachment bracket of the TOP METAL

FRAME into notch.

4. Rest the metal brackets of the RIGHT SIDE PANEL on the TOP Adjective FRAME. If the RIGHT

SIDE PANEL is placed correctly, it will hang low enough to completely cover the right side of the LOWER

METAL BRACKET. If the LOWER METAL BRACKET is still exposed make the Proper Noun

adjustments.

5. Place the LEFT SIDE PANEL on the TOP METAL FRAME in the same way the RIGHT SIDE PANEL was

Adjective . Make sure the LEFT SIDE PANEL and the RIGHT SIDE PANEL and resting on the TOP

METAL



FRAME and are flush with the gondola face.

6. To attach the TOP SHELF, line up the dual lock on the TOP SHELF with the dual lock on the LEFT SIDE

PANEL and the RIGHT SIDE PANEL. Once the TOP SHELF is placed correctly, snap the TOP SHELF into

place by applying pressure to the TOP SHELF where the dual lock is placed. To secure dual lock, apply gentle

pressure until male and female parts engage.

7. Attach FRONT PANEL by lining up the dual lock on the FRONT PANEL with the dual lock on the RIGHT

SIDE PANEL and the LEFT SIDE PANEL. Engage dual lock in the following order; top left corner, top right

corner, top middle support, bottom left corner, bottom right corner, LOWER SHELF COVER metal brackets.

You may need to lift the LOWER SHELF COVER to match dual lock placement.

8. Attach the HEADER BACK PANEL to the gondola face by removing the adhesive film on the back of the

Velcro strip. Make sure the HEADER BACK PANEL is centered over the BENT TOP SHELF before attaching

the HEADER BACK PANEL.
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